
TYPES & COMPONENTS 
OF COMPUTER SYSTEMS
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PC/desktop

Laptop

Tablet

Smartphone
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With a GUI you just click on an icon

With a GUI icons represent applications

 Separate windows are used for different pieces of work/software

With a GUI menus are offered to help choose an action

Moving a mouse enables users to manoeuvre a pointer around a screen

 A mouse can be used to drag windows/icons around a screen

 People with physical disabilities can use a trackerball to manoeuvre the 

pointer around a screen

 Pointing devices are easier to control a pointer/menu selection/icon clicking

 Joysticks can be used to mimic the behaviour of a mouse

 Buttons on the mouse enable users to select icons

 Buttons on a mouse enable users to see menus on a screen

 Touchscreen can be used to directly select options from a screen
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RAM

Motherboard

ROM

Sound card
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Click/tap on it USING 

pointer/gesture/mouse/enter key/pointing 

device  

An icon is a picture/image

Used as a shortcut to a program/application

Graphical User Interface or GUI
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software as programs for controlling the operation of a 

computer or processing of electronic data

System software

Operating system, file management system, utilities

applications software

word processing, spreadsheet, database
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• more difficult to edit entered commands

• Incorrect commands can affect the 

operation of the computer.

Command line interface/CLI
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Hardware

Software

Microphone

Hard disk drive
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 Both are operating systems

 Both control the hardware and software

GUI allows the use of touch screen but a CLI does not allow for this

 Icons speed up finding instructions, CLI you have to type out the commands in full

 If a mistake is made in CLI it could have major consequences whereas GUI has less 

impact

 Due to graphics GUI uses a lot of memory, CLI is a lot smaller program

 Loss of memory slows down the operations of the computer ,GUI cannot operate properly 

if memory is low

GUI more user friendly CLI the commands have to be memorised

GUI has a more varied use on other devices not just computers

 In a CLI several commands have to be typed in rather than one command in GUI

GUI sometimes have CLI embedded within them
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− ROM can only be read from whereas RAM can be read 

and written to

− ROM is non-volatile whereas RAM is volatile

− ROM stores the start-up instructions / boot file whereas 

RAM stores the current instruction

− ROM is needed on boot up, whereas RAM is needed 

during processing /storing data
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System

Applications

A printer

A compiler
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Two from:

1. Create prosthetics

2. Create dental implants

3. Create skeletal model

4. Create anatomical models for surgery

Two from:

1. Create MRI scan images

2. Create ultrasound images

3. Create 3D views of our internal organs
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VR is a computer generated 3D space, where 

humans can interact AND explore within it’s 

environment using specialised equipment

Two from:

Virtual reality headset / Virtual reality goggles

The tactile glove/Joystick / controllers / driving wheel
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Motherboard

Processor / CPU

Sound card

RAM / Random Access Memory
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Four from:

1. The position/location of the player is calculated using GPS 

software

2. Data is transmitted/sent to the pitch side computer every few 

seconds

3. Algorithm calculates the speed/distance player has moved

4. The data is stored/saved in the computer

5. The coordinates of the player are shown onto the map of the 

pitch
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Two from:

1. Temperature

2. Heart rate/pulse rate

3. Breathing rate

LASER PRINTER

The laser and toner system allows very fast 

printing compared to other printers (just a few 

seconds per page).
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Benefits

Max three from:

1. Easier to use as no need to type commands

2. No need to memorise/learn commands

3. Can exchange data between different applications

4. Better help facilities

Drawbacks

Max three from:

1. Takes up more RAM/hard disk space/memory

2. Can be slower for experienced programmers to use.

3. Can be slower to run as graphics have to be loaded/larger program

4. Restrictive can only use pre-defined functions

5. Not in direct contact with OS/computer
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CPU

Hardware

Touch screen

RAM
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Three from:

1. Commands have to be learnt

2. Commands have to be typed in which takes time

3. The operator has to have specialist knowledge of the system

4. Help facilities are basic

5. Commands have to be precise
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Two from:

1. The user does not have to learn/remember commands

2. More user friendly

3. Can be used on more devices e.g. smartphones

4. A mouse/finger can be used to select icons

5. Using a mouse/finger is simpler than typing in commands

6. Fewer errors are made than typing in commands
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Benefits

1. Phone home without having to find a landline/phone box

2. Text messages can be sent home rather than finding a landline/ phone box

3. Take photographs without having to use a separate camera

4. Take videos without having to use a separate video camera

5. Translate the languages immediately

6. Contact accommodation without having to go to tourist information

7. Make bookings immediately/without visiting the theatre/hotel/event

8. Can be used for sat nav without having to carry maps

Drawbacks

1. Distractions when using the phone

2. Battery life can be short so needs regular re-charging

3. Re-charging sockets may be different

4. Cost of international use can be high

5. Need a phone plan/phone that can make international calls/data

6. More likely to be stolen

7. Loss of signal

8. Screen size small so difficult to read
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Six from:

Benefits

1. The user is not restricted to the predetermined options//the GUI uses icons and set menus

2. The user has more control over the computer settings//in GUI computer settings are protected 

from the user

3. Uses less memory than GUI

4. Requires less processing power for the interface

5. More processing power is made available for the task

Drawbacks

1. The commands used have to be learnt

2. The commands used have to be remembered

3. The commands used have to be typed in/entered exactly

4. Have to remember the exact path/correct name of application

5. More prone to errors on data entry

6. Commands have to be typed in//in a GUI can use touchscreens/mice

7. Tends to be used by specialist people//GUI is more user-friendly and can be used by non-experts
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software Is a program for controlling the operation of a 

computer or processing of electronic data

Hardware are physical 

components of a computer system

One from:

System

Applications

Touchscreen
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Four from:

1. Smartphones are more portable

2. Smartphones are lighter in weight

3. Desktops cannot be used on the move//desktops need surfaces to work on

4. Smartphones have integral devices//desktops have separate keyboard/monitor

5. Smartphones can use 3G/4G/5G communications link

6. Smartphones are battery powered//Desktops require a constant power supply

7. Desktop requires extra hardware/software

8. Desktop computers have a larger screen

9. Desktop computers have a larger keyboard

10.Desktop the footprint is larger

11.Desktops more powerful

12.Smartphones have more chance of being damaged/stolen as they are portable

13.Smartphones tend to use modified websites//desktop can access more

websites
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Flash memory card reader

Two from:

1. Speaker/headphone

2. Touch screen

Three from:

1. Buttons

2. Touch screen

3. Microphone

4. Camera

3. LED bulb

4. Buzzer
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Four from:
1. A laptop is more portable

2. A laptop is made in one unit whereas a desktop has 

several items of hardware

3. therefore fewer items to lose

4. The footprint of the laptop tends to be smaller

5. Lower power consumption

6. Uses battery power so can be used in more places
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Four from, for example:
1. GPS/location services/sat nav

2. Telephone banking

3. Social networking

4. Emails sending/receiving

5. Streaming videos/music

6. Making/receiving text messaging

7. Taking photos

8. Play music
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Advantages of biometrics: 

– Unique identification of a person’s physical characteristics, 

hence The user has to be present to enter the computer system

– Greater sense of security and locking personal data on mobile 

devices 

Disadvantages of biometrics: 

– Lack of data privacy, since an individuals personal details are 

kept and stored.

– Concerns about the security of personal information in terms of 

being hacked.

– Forged fingerprint or voice recognition might not be identified 

and unauthorised people could gain access

-Firewalls can be turned off and do not stop hackers
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Four advantages from

1. GUI allows the use of pinching, scrolling and expanding but CLI does not allow this

2. Icons speed up finding instructions, with CLI you have to type out the commands in full

3. GUI is more visual therefore finding commands is quicker

4. If a mistake is made in CLI it could have major consequences whereas in GUI a mistake 

has less impact

5. GUI allows more multi-tasking

6. GUI is faster to operate and more efficient as it uses a finger/stylus rather than a keyboard

7. GUI is more user friendly; with CLI the commands have to be memorised

8. In CLI several commands have to be typed in rather than one command in GUI

9. GUI has more system resources

10. Easier to remote access with GUI


